ON BOARD

GO
Baby,
GO!
The biggest superyacht ever built by Turquoise Yachts
is 77 metres in length and her turquoise-painted
hull blends in completely with the sea, giving
a “water in motion” narrative.
With contribution of ©Turquoise Yacht & ©Guillaume Plisson
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ON BOARD

GO Baby, GO!

and images, as well as metallic finishes, fabrics and stonework and glassware-based
artwork embellishing the rooms.
There is no shortage of space on board
the GO: guests are guaranteed a thoroughly relaxing and fun time. There are five
spacious decks served by a central lift,
going from the open sundeck on top to
the 162 sq.m beach club, where there is a
lounge, bar, massage room and dive store.
The main deck hosts a very elegant salon
with dining area and a sophisticated and
very comfortable lounge with large white
sofas and a giant TV screen.
Forward of the lobby are 2 VIP staterooms, 3 double guest rooms and 2 twin
guest rooms. Each bedroom is endowed
with a spacious marble-clad bathroom,
with each shower room boasting an art
panel created by artist and designer
Alex Turco, well known for his creativity,
expressed through modern materials such
as synthetic powders and resins, creating
unique colours and hues.
GO is embellished with top craftsmanship, with breathtaking finishes, and a
collection of abstract art, following the
interior narrative with splashes of turquoise and gold.
An extraordinary example is the installation of a spectacular “Sea Spray” chande-

GO. These two letters can really sum the
profound meaning of sailing, in all its
facets: casting off the moorings and setting
sail for the open seas, free to go anywhere,
without limits, and find one’s happiness.
This is a good way of starting a description of the biggest superyacht ever built
by Turquoise Yachts, the shipyard originating from Turkey that has become a
maker of important craft. The new GO is
77 metres in length.
GO, delivered to her owner in early June,
is an important step forward in the history
of Turquoise Yachts. Not only is she the
builder’s flagship, she also represents the
shipyard’s amazing evolution in terms of
technology, workmanship, impeccable
style, sophistication and luxury.
She is a classic yacht with a modern touch, sporting a fluid and sinuous external
profile and a rich, contemporary interior,
the efforts of London-based H2 Yacht
Design.
Her turquoise-painted hull blends in
completely with the sea, giving a “water
in motion” narrative that also influences
the very light colours used inside. Internal
lighting is augmented thanks to the many
decorative elements, mirroring lighting
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lier in the central staircase lobby created
by American glass sculptor Dale Chihuly.
It consists of 468 separate blown-glass
“icicle” forms in colours of the sea,
ranging from clear to turquoise and blue,
having an incredible length of 5.5 metres.
A large suite towards the bow with panoramic views, taking in a lot of natural
light from the large windows, is reserved
for the owner, with his-and-her bathrooms, double dressing rooms and spacious
wardrobes, a private Jacuzzi and a table
and seating for morning breakfast.
At the stern, a spacious lounge for the
owners leads to a large back-lit onyx
table, with room for 14 guests, and a bar
with integrated teppanyaki grill for alfresco dining. Overhead infrared panels
are installed to warm up cool days or
keep night-time chills at bay, and can be
fully appreciated in the early spring or
late summer. Thanks to the clever heating
of these external areas, cruising at
a maximum speed of 18 knots may be
more pleasant for longer periods, helping
to lengthen the season by a few weeks.
On hot days guests can enjoy a 5-metre
swimming pool on the sundeck.
The swimming pool boasts massaging water jets and a cleverly disguised waterfall
feature. There is also a steam room and of
course a gym, with zero threshold doors
and a teak floor. Great attention is paid to
both functionality and style.

The view is outstanding, and the latest,
top-quality equipment has been installed.
The choice of exterior furnishings mirrors
the general narrative, with splashes of
turquoise seen in the bar seats or armchairs.
There is also a comfortable outdoor
massage table. All the tenders and toys,
including a rescue tender, are painted in
the same turquoise colour as the hull of
the yacht. This includes the everyday
8.6 metre tender and a 9.6m Pascoe
Limousine tender kept in the spacious
garage.
On the foredeck is the touch-and-go-helicopter landing area. Such a large space
leaves a lot of room for imagining activities that can be performed there, such
as a special Yoga session for one
or exclusive parties.
GO has a great future ahead of her,
with her youthful appearance and the
freshness and liveliness of her colours.
She is already considered one of the top
“classic” yachts, having a unique and
timeless beauty.
__________________________

For more details, please contact:
concierge@superyachtone.com
0044 34 34534556
turquoiseyachts.com
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